TFP contract
(Time For Prints Model Release)

between: Jens Hogenkamp Photography, Langenstein 4b, D- 24229 Dänischenhagen, Germany
info@jenshogenkamp.com
- in the following „photographer “ and:
Name, Surname_______________________________________________________
Adress_____________________________________________________________
e-mail_______________________________________________________________
- in the following „model“ -

§ 1 Photos
The photographer and the model agree about the photo shooting:

type of photos: _____________________________________

date/ dates: _______________________________________

§ 2 Rights of publication
The model agree that the photographer and third parties are using the photos and that publications
are allowed unrestricted.
In case of publications the model will not make any claims or damages against the photographer,
neither third parties.

§ 3 Personal rights; Mention of the name
The photographer will protect the personal rights of the model. Publishing and editing of the photos
is just allowed under keeping the personal rights of the model. Mentioning the name of the model is
at the discretion of the photographer.

§ 4 Salary
As fee for the action and for assign all exploitation rights the model gets a selection of the
produced photos (possibly edited by the photographer) instead of a monetary
compensation.
The model is allowed to use the photos for self-promoting as applications, creating a portfolio, for
the own web presence etc. free of charge.
Requirement for this use is placing an allocable photocredit („Jens Hogenkamp Photography“,
photo: Jens Hogenkamp or „ www.jenshogenkamp.com").
Beyond that the sell of photos or the assignement of rights to third parties, especially commercial
purposes, is not allowed. With the above-mentioned non-monetary compensation all claims are
compensated entirely.

§ 5 Contract amendment and collateral agreements
Amendments, supplementations or collateral agreements are need to be made in writing.
In the event that some provisions of this agreement are or become (legally) invalid or inexecutable,
then the validity of the other parts of this contract remains untouched.

_________________________
Place, Date
_________________________

_________________________

Signature Model

Signature Photographer

